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Abstract – The nuclear fuel cycle can be truly closed by supp lementing tod ay’s th ermal reactors w ith fast
reactors, which can use as fuel the heavy, fissionable isotopes that accumulate in therm al-rea ctor fuel.
In a fully closed cycle, the waste for disposal consists only of fission products with trace amounts of
actinides. Eliminating the transuranics redu ces the heat load in the re pository, inc reasin g its capac ity
by about a factor o f five. This permits the exp anded use of LWRs to produce pollution-free electricity and
redu ce de pen den ce on foreign oil.
Cycling back to LWRs amounts to an expensive storage option that puts off for maybe a decade or
two the need to deal effectively with the transura nics. That delay is bou ght at the co st of implementing
and operating the the rma l-recyc le infrastructure, with extra expense later on because the resulting spent
fuel would significantly complicate fast-reactor processing.
Before DOE undertakes development of technologies for thermal recycle, the viability of forgoing it
altog ether shou ld be carefully assessed— it might turn out to be an impediment rather than a necessity.
Since there is no need in the long term for such an infrastructure, the energ y and do llars needed to
implement it might be better spent on wrapping up the development fast reactors and their fuel cycle. It
is not too early to embark seriously on a program to deploy pyroprocessing and fast reactors, for ultimate
closure of the fuel cycle and optimal long-term utilization of the Yucca Mountain repository.

I. INTRODUCTION
At prese nt the nuc lear fuel cycle is “open”—that is, the
spent fuel that is now considered waste still contains most of
the energy it started with. Current U.S. policy is to use the
fuel once and then throw it away, along with more than 95%
of its original energy. In addition, a huge amount of energy
is latent in the d epleted-uranium residue from military and
civilian enrichment activities. In a fully closed cycle,
essentially all of the energy in the mined uranium would be
exploited, with only the real waste— the fission produc ts—
left over for disp osal.
The fuel cyc le cannot be closed with today’s thermal
*
reactors by themselves, even with recycling. It can be
done, however, by supplementing them with fast reactors,
which can use as fuel the heavy, fissionable isotopes that
accumulate in thermal-reactor fuel. Mo re about that later.
There are sound reasons for U .S. po licymakers to
expedite the development of a closed nuclear fuel cycle.
The most compelling goal is the ability to expand the use of
environmentally friendly nu clear energy without having to
begin planning immediately for a seco nd geologic
repo sitory. Eventually other motivations, such as managing
resources responsibly and limiting the net production of
plutonium, come into play, but the criteria for deciding
whether and how to close the fuel cycle have to be consistent with efficient waste m anagement.
*
In a thermal reactor the neutrons are thermalized
(slowed down, or “moderated”). Reactors moderated by ordinary
water are called light-water reactors (LWRs). Other commonly
used moderators are heavy water and graphite. In the United
States, virtually all the power reactors in operation today are
LWRs.
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The overriding reason for closing the fuel cycle sooner
rather than later is to make the most efficient use of the
Yucca Mountain repository—to maximize the amount of
nuclear electricity that can be prod uced b efore the repo sitory’s capacity to accommod ate high-level waste is
exceeded.
Other reasons include controlling costs, minimizing risk
to future generations, using resources efficiently, and implementing a safe operating strategy for the repo sitory.
The purpo se of this paper is to provide a rational framework for evaluating the potential role of mixed uraniumplutonium oxide fuel (MOX ) in a U.S. waste-management
strategy that is based on a closed cycle.
II. REPOSITORY LIMITATIONS
Nuclear waste, in whatever form, is quite compact, so
its physical volume has only a minor influence on how
efficiently the rep ository is utilized. The important factor is
heat generation: the maximum waste loading in a repository
like Yucca Mountain is determined by various temperature
limits
Numero us analyses have been performed to determine
the maxim um ac ceptable temperatures in the Yucca Mo untain design. There are several temperature limits, including
the centerline temperature of the waste package, the
temperature of the co ntainer, and the temperature of the wa ll
of the drift (the emp lacem ent tunnel), but the controlling
limit in the present design is the temperature between drifts.
For direct disposal of used fuel, the inter-drift temperature reaches its peak some thousand years after the waste is
emp laced . That is determined by the long-term heat source

*

— mainly the transuranic elements in the spe nt fuel.
Although plutonium is the most abundant of the transuranics, long-term heat production is dominated by americium and neptunium— which, along with curium, are known
as the “minor actinides.” The minor actinide s also d ominate
the long-term radiotoxicity of the waste, so managing them
appropriately is also key to reducing the potential for harm
to individuals many generations from now.
Substantial impro vement in the utilization of the
repository, therefore, requires removing the transuranics
from the waste—a conclusion reached by every study that
has addressed the question. The best-known study, performed by the National Academy of Sciences,[1] concludes
that eliminating most of the transuranics improves the
utilization of a repository by about a factor of five.
Most of the various schemes for separating and
managing fission products are of second-order importance.
In principle, however, a further order-of-magnitude improvement could be achieved by removing from the waste
stream the two elements supplying the highest heat load—
cesium and strontium. Further development work would be
needed to confirm that the add itional step is economically
justified.[2]
W ith a fully closed fuel cycle, the waste for disposal
consists of fission products with only trace amounts of
actinides. As a result, the radiotoxicity of the con tents of a
repository will be below that of the original ore in well
under a thousand years— which should allay any perception
of hazard fro m long-term leakage or geologic instab ility.
III. REMOVING THE TRAN SURANICS
The transuranics can be kept out of the waste that goes
into the rep ository b y processing the spent fuel chemically,
to separate it into the following three co nstituent parts,
which can be managed separately: (a) most of the uranium;
(b) the transuranics, together with a roughly equal amount of
uranium; and (c) the real waste—the fission products—for
dispo sal in the repository.
To day’s commercial spent fuel is approximately 94.5%
unused uranium, 3.6% solid fission products, and 1.2%
transuranics. Of the transura nics, about 84% is plutonium,
with minor actinides comprising the balance— roughly 0.2%
of the total mass of the initial unirradiated uranium. About
5 kg of plutonium and 1 kg of minor actinides are contained
in a spent fuel assembly (initial uranium mass 500 kg) from
a pressurized-water reactor (the most common type of
LW R).
Following separation, closing the fuel cycle requires
preparing the 18 kg of fission products for permanent
dispo sal, storing most of the 473 kg of unused uranium
(0.8% enrichment) until it is needed as fuel, ** and recycling
*

Transuranic elements have atomic number greater than 92
(uranium). The first four transuranics are neptunium, plutonium,
americium, and curium.
**
Burnup in LWRs being about 3.5%, the enrichment of the uranium in the used fuel has been reduced from its initial 4.4% to
about 0.8%—somewhat greater than natural uranium (which is
0.7% U-235). It can be re-enriched for re-use in LWRs. As-is, it
can be used as fuel for CANDU reactors, and is a useful fuel
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the 6 kg of transuranics (along with a similar amount of the
uranium), to consume them while producing energy. There
are a number o f ways to do this. The Ad vanced Fuel Cyc le
Initiative (AFCI) and G eneration-IV (Gen-IV) programs
envision exhaustive investigation of a variety of alternative
technologies that are not yet fully developed.
However, a logical start to the process of closing the
U.S. fuel cycle would be to consider the technologies that
have already been established.
IV. MOX TECHNOLOGY
There are no internatio nal examples of fully closed
systems, although reprocessing, using mixed plutoniumuranium oxide, is performed by several countries. Some of
them have taken sporadic steps toward closure, most
prominently France, but none has yet completed the job.
Mixed-oxide technology is well developed. The UK
and Russia have been reprocessing reactor fuel for half a
century. The U nited States operated several reproce ssing
facilities until President Carter banned the practice in 1977.
France has established a large reprocessing capacity (~2000
metric tons of heavy metal per year) to service both
dom estic and international customers. Japan is embarking
on a similar program.
The technology is based on the aqueous Purex***
technique. France has made large strides in producing
compact waste forms (an achievement not duplicated by the
U.S. Department of Energy in producing its weapons
plutonium). W ith this capacity up and running, France has
been accumulating separated pluton ium at a fairly brisk rate.
Some of the plutonium is used in MO X by the nation’s large
fleet of LW R power plants, but France can separate more
plutonium than can currently be absorbed by facilities that
can utilize it. Because reprocessing is an international
business in France, some plutonium is returned to the
countries of origin.
Worldwide as well, the capacity to produce MO X does
not yet match the rate at which plutonium is separated—for
a number of reasons, the most basic being that there are not
enough power plants that can use the fuel. Because the
accumulation of separated plutonium is considered a serious
national problem, France is developing ambitious schemes
for multiple recycle. If implemented, those schemes would
eventually lead to an equilibrium amo unt of plutonium in
commerce within the country. However, France does not yet
have even a design for a geologic repository, so that the
specific requirements for form and compo sition of the highlevel waste are not confirmed. Thus the minor actinides are
now being treated as waste— they are stored temporarily,
along with the fission prod ucts.

component for fast reactors.
***
Purex is a chemical reprocessing method that was developed
in the weapons program to produce chemically pure plutonium.
Since it uses a water-based solvent, the process is called
“aqueous.” It is the reprocessing method of choice for thermalreactor fuel. Fast-reactor fuel can be processed by a “dry”
pyrometallurgical method, which uses molten salt as the solvent
and does not produce pure plutonium.

V. FAST-REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
A technology that fully closes the fuel cycle must
consume the plutonium and minor actinides almost completely. Currently, at least, that can only be done in a fastneutron spectrum.
Under the present schedule, the United States is putting
off the decision as to whether to close its fuel cycle until the
year 2030.[3] That decision could be made much soo ner,
however. Technologies that can do the job have already
been established or are close to being demonstrated.
Of potential fast-neutron systems, the one that is closest
to commercial viability is the Advanced Liquid Metal
Reactor (ALMR; PRISM), developed by General E lectric
with support from Argonne National Laboratory, [3] and
converted by GE to a larger design called Super-PRISM (SPRISM).[4] The reactor uses metallic fuel and a liquidmetal coolant (sodium), and is passively safe. It operates in
conjunction with a pyrome tallurgical repro cessing facility
that is part of the reactor complex,* thereby minimizing the
need to transp ort plutonium and sp ent fuel.
T he pyroprocess is non-aqueous and exceptionally
pro liferation resistant—its plutonium is sequestered in an
inert atmosphere in very radioactive surroundings, never has
the chem ical purity needed no r the isoto pic purity desirable
for weapons, and never leaves the complex during the
plant’s lifetime (except for possible shipment of startup fuel
for a new plant, when spent fuel from thermal reactors is no
longer available).
The details of a feasible system for integrating the
thermal- and fast-reactor cycles have been presented by
Dubberly et al.[5]
Ehrman et al. have shown that LWR spent fuel can be
processed to supply LM Rs at no cost to the governm ent—
the cost being covered by the (competitive) busbar cost of
power from the LMRs.[6]
In 1994 a con sortium head ed by General E lectric
proposed to design, construct, and test a functioning prototype ALMR in less than fifteen years. Such a project co uld
be initiated immed iately, while optimization studies for
future systems proceed in parallel under Gen-IV.

VI. U.S. POLICY
Like France, the United States has a large fleet of
LWRs that generate sp ent fuel, and therefore using MOX
fuel in tandem with a large reprocessing capacity and an
expanding fleet of LW Rs might seem to be a logical next
step in closing the fuel cycle. After all, as a part of the
disarmament agreement with Russia, the United States has
already comm itted to dispose o f some 35 metric tons of
weapons-grade plutonium by irradiating it as M OX in
comm ercial nuclear reactors.
On the accumulation of separated civilian plutonium,
however, the United S tates is more restrictive than most

*

The plant for processing LWR spent fuel would supply the initial
loading for more than one ALMR, and therefore would not
necessarily be part of a reactor complex.
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other heavily industrialized nations, and its policy will need
to be modified. All potential ways to increase the utilization
of the U.S. geo logic repository involve processing the spent
fuel to separate the fission p roducts, stabilizing them in
waste forms engineered for d isposal, and em placing those
wastes in the repository. The uranium can be stored in a
surface facility for future use, rathe r than ex travagantly
disposing of it as low-level waste. The more difficult
constituents, the transuranics, must be stored in safe, secure
facilities until they can be consumed as fuel in fast reactors.
In the LW R M OX approach, then, plutonium with a
low-enough fraction of higher isotopes can be recycled, but
most of the minor actinides and some of the key plutonium
isotopes do not fission in the thermal spectrum. Thus the
minor actinides and the more highly degraded plutonium
would be accumulated and stored until fast reactors were
available to finish the job.
Once the M OX had b een irra diated , it would still
contain a substantial amount of plutonium, along with a
fresh batch of minor actinides. If this fuel is reprocessed,
the recovered pluton ium is less suitable for LWR use,
because the fraction of fissile isotopes is seriously degraded.
This problem can be mitigated, but only somewhat, by
blending that plutonium with fresher material obtained by
reprocessing no rmal comm ercial uranium -oxide fuel.
There are various other, com plex sc hemes for m ultiple
thermal recycling. One suggestion is that some neptunium,
a minor actinide, shou ld remain with the plutonium throughout the separation and fuel-production steps. T hat would
have a nonproliferation purpose: since pure plutonium is not
separated, a policy conflict would be avoided, and the
product would be more d ifficult to handle— although, with
suitable shielding, chemical separation for illicit weapons
production could be ac com plished . DO E has referred this
issue to a blue-ribbon comm ittee for resolution.
VII. BENEFITS OF MOX
The benefits of using MOX fuel in the existing fleet of
thermal reactors are obvious. First, the reactors are already
deployed, and enough of them are suitable for conversion to
MOX (up to one-third of the core can be used) that the
plutonium output from a large reprocessing plant could be
accommodated. Presumably, as newer reactor plants started
up, their upd ated d esigns would be more comp atible with
MOX.
There is sufficient experience worldwide to permit the
cost of reactor conversion, efficiency reductions, and fuel
fabrication to be predicted with enough confidence to permit
an informed decision as to whether to proceed . Because the
base technologies involved—Purex, LWRs, and MOX
fabrication— have 50-year-old roots, the risk of technical
failure is minimal.
Although the benefits are not inco nsequential, the MOX
alternative needs to be examined in terms of a number of
objective measures, to see whether it is really the right way
for the United States to go.

VIII. DOWNSIDE OF MOX

IX. DEPLOYMENT OF FAST REACTORS

The obvious downside of the MO X alternative is that it
only delays facing up to the real repository issues. Fundamentally, MOX recycle to LWR s amounts to a storage
option that puts off for a decade or two the need to deal
effectively with the transuranics. In the end, fast-fission
systems will have to be deployed. They must constitute at
least 20% of the total nuclear capacity if they are to
eliminate enough o f the plutonium and minor actinides to
have a substantial imp act on the rep ository.
The delay would be purchased at co nsiderable cost,
some of it incurred early on, and the rest when the time
arrived to use the residue in fast reactors:
C If the delay is not needed, the entire MO X-handling
infrastructure is unnecessary.
C An aggressive MOX scheme means multiple recycle of
the plutonium. After each cycle the buildup of evennumbered plutonium isotopes and other non-fissile,
alpha-emitting actinide s renders the re cycled product
both harder to work with and less useful as thermalreactor fuel. France is planning on not more than two
recycles, beca use of the exp ense o f mod ifying their
MOX-handling facilities to meet the enhanced safety
requirements.
C Even for the eventual fast system, the increased fraction
of heavy iso topes makes the m ixture significantly
harder to handle. B ecause of the energetic alpha decay
and the relatively short half life of curium and the
higher plutonium isotopes, small actinide-bearing
*
particles will be quite mobile.
That makes it a
challenge to confine the radioactivity and decontaminate the finished fuel assemblies, to prevent worker
uptake of actinides. Thus the product of actinide
recycle will have to be handled in heavily shielded
facilities that are advanced relative to m ost of today’s
hot cells. **
C Although fuel samples containing neptunium and
americium have been successfully fabricated, the same
cannot be said for curium.
C The thermal-reactor option reduces the fissile-isotope
compo nent of the actinides, leaving an enhanced inventory of minor actinides and even-numbered plutonium
isotopes. Design of fast-fission systems that can safely
hand le a core based on a varying isotopic distribution
dominated by minor actinides will necessarily be
conservative. That increases the cost relative to fastreactor facilities of more conventional design that
would be loaded with actinides discharged from typical
LW Rs.

Much of today’s fuel cycle program in the United States
is inherited from the Advanced Accelerator Application
(AAA) program. Whe n this program started, the
fundamental premise was an expected phase-out of nuclear
energy, with accelerator-driven fast-fission systems consuming the transuranics left from the nuclear era, thereby
eliminating most of the radiological risk to future
generations. Now, however, that objective has been abandoned, and the current Advanced F uel Cycle Initiative
(AFCI) recognizes that if there is to be affordab le electricity
and plentiful hydrogen for transp ortation, increasing use of
nuclear power is inevitable.
The capa city of Yucca Mountain has been shown to be
adequate for directly disposing of the spent fuel from the
present fleet of nuclear power plants. Therefore, if nuclear
electricity is to be phased out, the fuel cycle does not need
to be closed — the ultima te reaso n to close it is to permit
substantial growth of nu clear energy.
In a long-term growth sc enario , fast reactors are both
desirable and necessary. At some point, they will be needed
for responsible management of the uranium reso urces. W ith
only thermal reactors, if nuclear power grows globally at
even 2% p er year, all currently known and speculative
uranium reserves will be depleted by m id-century.[7] If a
fast reactor infrastructure is established as part of an
economical waste-management system with a closed fuel
cycle, the transition to widespread deployment of fast
reactors, and therefore sustained nuclear deve lopm ent, will
be much more feasible.
In comparison with the present once-through fuel cycle,
fast-spectrum actinide burners will extract more than 100
times as much energy from each pound of original uranium.

*

The small particles are impelled by the recoil when an alpha
particle is emitted.
**
The regular fuel from ALMRs also has to be handled remotely,
but the logistics are much simpler because collocation permits the
radioactive actinides to be transferred and processed without ever
leaving the shielded facility.
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X. NONPROLIFERATION POLICY
Closing the nuclear fuel cycle in the U nited S tates will
require some mo dification of the national nonproliferation
policy, regardless of the option that is ultimately chosen.
The Purex/MOX route, no matter how it is ap proached, will
require separation and some storage of civilian plutonium,
as well as open-ended storage of minor ac tinides. T his
reality cannot be changed by blending a token amount of
neptunium into the fue l. Neptunium would add no measurable proliferation resistance, nor would it reduce the cost of
safeguarding the fresh fuel. It would , howe ver, greatly
increase the cost of fabrication and fuel handling, because
there is no experience with manufacturing MO X when
operation, maintenance, and quality assurance have to be
acco mplished co mpletely by rem ote co ntrol.
Also, power-generation companies might not be willing
to accept the fuel, because handling it in the plant would be
more difficult. If the LWR M OX route is selected, the
overriding conc ern sho uld be producing the fuel that would
be most acceptable to the power producers. Nonproliferation
issues would then have to be resolved through ap propriate
policy governing safeguards, security, and expo rt control.

XI. DISPOSITION PROGRAM FOR
WEAPONS PLUTONIUM

one rather detailed and well-founded stud y indicates that
they will be competitive.[9]

The U.S. government has decide d to implement the
MOX strategy for disposing of weapons plutonium, under a
Fissile Materials Disposition Program run by the Department of Energy. The program pays comm ercial reactor
owners to accept and use the M OX fuel. On the surface,
that would seem to lay the founda tion for fo llowing up with
a similar strategy for civilian plutonium (as in the weapo nsplutonium program, the transuranics will be owned by the
federal government).
However, the weapons program only has to handle
some 35 tons of weapons plutonium over a couple of
decad es. Op erations at that scale will have no impact on
management of the civilian pluto nium, which is currently
accumulating in spent fuel at a rate of about 20 tons per year
in the United States (worldwide, the pluton ium inventory is
headed toward 2,000 tons by 2010 or so). Further, because
it lacks the intense external radiation of the plutonium
discharged from LW Rs, weapons-grade plutonium is much
easier to handle. There will be interesting lessons from the
current disposition program, but as a model for closing the
fuel cycle it has little obvious relevance.

XIII. INTE RNA TIO NAL LEAD ERSH IP

XII. ECONOM ICS
The real issue is the relative economics of the alternatives. Because of the sunk cost in the already-deployed
reactors, an alternative that would use them would seem to
have an advantage over options that don’t. However, since
the LW R MOX approach does not do the whole job, one has
to consider no t only the cost of implementing that
reprocessing system, but also the cost of dealing with the
discharged MOX and the more complex fast-reactor
infrastructure eventually needed to handle the actinides. The
greater the emphasis on full utilization of the MOX
potential, the mo re difficult and expensive will be management of the spent MO X at the end of the cycle.
In France, for example, with its already-in-place
reprocessing facilities, fabrication facilities, and LW Rs, but
no repository, the M OX option is an easier ch oice as a
delaying strategy. B ut the U nited S tates is starting with a
much different infrastructure—we do have a designated
repository and we do not have reprocessing or fuel-fabrication facilities.
There will also be costs for using existing commercial
reactors: modifications, licensing, and loss of efficiency due
to likely incompatible refueling intervals for the uranium
and MOX fuels. These costs can probably be estima ted with
at least some confidence.
A recent OECD -NEA rep ort on transmutation provides
a cost comparison based on the price of electricity.[8] The
report conc ludes that the cost of burning plutonium in
LW Rs, coupled with burning the actinides in fast reactors,
would be slightly less than doing the whole jo b with fast
reactors. The p rincipal reason for predicting that using MOX
for part of the job would be cheaper is the anticipated higher
capital cost of fast reactors. However, the issue requires
more study in the U.S. co ntext, as the economics of fast
reactors have not been well established— although at least
MOX or MOX Not.Final pno.wpd
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Giving top priority to implementing the aqueous reprocessing technology that has been established in Europe,
and has been at the ce nter of p olicy debates in the U nited
States, would be likely to galvanize antinuclear activists.
W hile the technology proposed for the M OX program is
really advanced aqueo us and not traditional Pure x, that will
be a fine distinc tion when the b attle lines are drawn. W ith
plutonium separation, which o ccurs when MOX is recycled
for LW Rs, it will be hard to distinguish that fuel cycling
program from what the country turned away from twentyfive years ago.
MOX is a “me-too” technology, and choo sing it will
send a message abroad that will give other countries more
latitude to pursue plutonium separation (unless, perhaps, we
package it with an ambitious proposal for managing the
international fuel supply). International leadership and longterm considerations should be influential in making
technology decisio ns: what seems technically expedient
today might be counterproductive in the long run. In the
end, the decision may be that MO X for civilian plutonium
would be desirable, but that case is far from made.
XIV. CONCLUSIONS
The MO X option for disposing of weapons plutonium
has been decided upon, but the way to deal with civilian
plutonium has no t. Although do ing it with MOX would be
a technically interesting and ambitious undertaking, there are
many reasons for delaying that decision until a comprehensive systems analysis has been done.
Quite possibly the entire proposed M OX -handling
infrastructure is unnecessary. T he only reason for the
United States to proceed with large-scale M OX would be to
try to manage waste in a nuclear-growth scenario so as to
delay both additional repository construction and the
deployment of fast reactors. However, LWR MO X is an
incom plete solution that would actually complicate the
transmutation that is needed for efficient use of the geologic
repo sitory.
Only an objective analysis can answer the question of
whether short-term implementation of LWR MO X is right
for the United S tates. That analysis should start immed iately. The study should cove r the co mplete fuel cycle system in all scenarios, and should try to detail the impact of an
existing fast reactor infrastructure on future growth in the
face of declining resources, rising prices, demands for
electricity by an expanding population, and the need to
reduce the environmental impact of energy production.
Thermal reactors are needed now for electricity production; fast reactors are need ed ve ry soon for wa ste
managem ent; and fast reacto rs will be needed for long-term
nuclear growth and sustainability. Whether MOX-fueled
LWRs are an essential part of a U.S. nuclear energy
complex can only be answered by an ob jective analysis of
the complete, evolving system
.

That said, long-term there is no need for an LWR MOX
infrastructure. The energy and dollars needed to implement
it might be better spent on wrapping up the development of
fast reactors and their fuel. Because it will take perhaps two
decades to get significant deploym ent und er way, it is not
too early to emba rk seriously on a focused program of fastreactor implementation.
W ith a closed fuel cycle, the waste for dispo sal con sists
of fission products with only trace amounts of actinides. As
a result, the radioto xicity of the co ntents of a rep ository w ill
be at or below that of the original ore in less than five
hundred years—which should allay any perception of hazard
from long-term leakage o r geologic instability.
W ith sufficient focus, it should be possible to have a
combined pyroprocessing plant and fuel-fabrication facility
operating at Yuc ca M ountain by the tim e the first shipments
of spent fuel arrive.
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